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This article assesses the authenticity of the recently publicized Hwarang segi manuscripts
by comparing the information they contains relating to the hwarang and Silla Buddhists
and Buddhism to the information found in the traditional Chinese Buddhist materials and
the Korean literary materials dating to the mid-Kory0 period. The evidence suggests that
the manuscripts are not “authentic” or “genuine,” but are probably an in-progress histor-
ical fiction dating to the colonial period, because they concoct problematic genealogies
for known figures, because they promote Buddhist identities for sixth-century figures that
are anachronistic, and because they deploy specialized terminology inconsistently.

The hwarang 花郞 (flower boys) were instituted in the first half of the sixth cen-
tury, in generally the same period that Buddhism was accepted as a state reli-
gion by the royalty and aristocracy of Silla 新羅 (ca. 300–935). The exact na-
ture of the relationship between the early hwarang organization and the nascent
Buddhist tradition in Silla has long vexed students of ancient Korean society.
The most influential studies of the hwarang generally ignore their relationship
to Buddhism and Buddhist influences. The reason scholars demur from mak-
ing suggestions is that the literary evidence is sparse and difficult to interpret
and the connections to Daoism and “shamanism” appear more compelling.1 With
the publication of the putative Hwarang segi 花郎世紀 manuscripts in the late
twentieth century, the question should be readdressed because the manuscripts
contain new information related to known Silla Buddhists and introduce accounts
of otherwise unknown Buddhists and the interrelationship between the hwarang
and the Buddhist order.

Since the validity of the manuscripts themselves is still a matter of much
debate, the purpose of this article is to assess the authenticity of the manuscripts
by addressing the following question: How does the presentation of Silla Bud-
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dhists and Buddhist-related themes and information in the Hwarang segi man-
uscripts compare to that of the traditional historical and literary materials?  After
a short introduction to the Hwarang segi manuscripts a brief review will follow
of the connections between the hwarang and Silla Buddhism from the stand-
point of the long-established texts. Finally the information contained in the
Hwarang segi manuscripts on Buddhists and Buddhist themes will be analyzed
under three topics: (1) the monk W0n’gwang圓光, (2) the householder
Murim 茂林, and (3) the idea and identity of the Mir1k s0nhwa 彌勒仙花.

The Hwarang segi Manuscripts
The Hwarang segi manuscripts consist of two handwritten documents in

the calligraphy of Pak Ch’anghwa 朴昌和 (1889–1962), a scholar and one-time
employee of the Japanese colonial government from 1933 to 1945.2 In Korean
scholarship the manuscripts have been labeled the palch’webon 拔萃本, or “ex-
tract,” and the p’ilsabon 筆寫本, or “calligraphic copy.” The extract contains a
preface and abbreviated accounts of the first fifteen p’ungw0lchu 風月主, the
term used in the manuscripts to refer to the leader of the hwarang recognized
by the Silla government. The calligraphic copy contains fuller treatments of the
lives of the fourth through thirty-second-generation p’ungw0lchu. The final en-
tries of the calligraphic copy take place around the year 682, suggesting that the
manuscripts are putatively the work of Kim Taemun 金大問 (fl. 704), the author
of the Hwarang segi mentioned in Kory0-period literature.3 The owner of the
manuscripts maintains that Pak copied them from an original held by the Japa-
nese government, although there is no evidence to support this claim.

Since their publication in 1989 and 1995, respectively, the two Hwarang
segi manuscripts have caused a great stir among scholars of ancient Korean his-
tory and religion. Korean scholars are divided sharply on the issue of the man-
uscripts’ authenticity. Most Korean academics consider them to be “forgeries,”
though a group of scholars have accepted them as authentic and have deployed
them to produce alternate histories of early Silla society.4 The multitude of ques-
tions and issues debated in Korean academia regarding these manuscripts—such
as the problematic circumstances of their history before their “re-discovery”
and the question of which of the manuscripts was “created” first by Pak
Ch’anghwa—are beyond the scope of this essay. The author of this article has
suggested that the Hwarang segi manuscripts should not be labeled as forger-
ies but rather as an in-progress historical fiction written by Pak Ch’anghwa dur-
ing the colonial period because Pak never promoted the manuscripts as authentic
during his lifetime and because of anachronistic problems associated with tech-
nical terms found in the manuscripts.5 Yi Chonguk, the premier champion of
the authenticity of the putative Hwarang segi, published an annotated Korean
translation of the full Hwarang segi along with the Sino-Korean “original text”
(w0nmun 原文) by combining the literary material of the two manuscripts.6 This
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Sino-Korean edition of the Hwarang segi will be used in the treatment of the
manuscripts.

A Rough Sketch of the Relationship between Silla Buddhism 
and the Hwarang According to the Traditional Materials
The traditional literary sources used to describe Silla Buddhism during

the sixth and seventh centuries are Kim Pusik’s 金富軾 (1075–1151) Samguk
sagi 三國史記 (History of the Three Kingdoms, compiled 1136–1145), Kakhun’s
覺訓 Haedong kos1ng ch0n 海東高僧傳 (Lives of Eminent Korean Monks, ca.
1215), and Iry0n’s 一然 (1206–1289) Samguk yusa 三國遺事 (Memorabilia of
the Three Kingdoms, ca. 1285, and revised and edited further later), which are
late sources dating from the mid-Kory0 高麗 period (918–1392). Despite the
lateness of these documents, when the information contained therein is put in
context with that of contemporary Chinese and Japanese Buddhism derived from
materials compiled earlier it jibes rather well, suggesting that the Kory0 mate-
rials are at least generally reliable.7

According to the traditional sources, the hwarang were organized in the
Silla capital under royal jurisdiction by King Chinh1ng 眞興 (r. 540–576) soon
after Buddhism was adopted as a state religion in the country around 535, sig-
naled by the building of H1ngnyun-sa 興輪寺 and later other monasteries. The
character of early Silla Buddhism, though sketchy, clearly shows the assimila-
tion of Buddhism in Silla religion and society. Monasteries were eventually built
in several places that seem to have been sacred to the people of Silla prior to
the coming of Buddhism. King Chinh1ng embraced the Buddhist ideal of the
“wheel-turning king” or cakravartin (ch0llunwang 轉輪王) with great fervor,
emulating the ancient Indian King A7oka (r. 268–232 b.c.e.) to increase his pres-
tige. Later, King Chinp’y0ng 眞平 (r. 579–631) employed the cult of 6akya-
muni (S0kka 釋迦) creatively with reference to his own family to link it sym-
bolically to that of the historical Buddha. The aristocrats, on the other hand, found
affinity with the figure of the future Buddha Maitreya (Mir1k 彌勒). They as-
similated Buddhist beliefs such as karma and rebirth with more sociopolitical
concerns such as order, precedence, and hereditary privileges in association to
the teachings about Maitreya. These aristocratic aspirations found their great-
est expression in Silla society through the combination of the hwarang order
and the Maitreya cult.

The traditional sources, the Samguk sagi and Samguk yusa, provide evi-
dence of a connection between Maitreya and the hwarang. The earliest accounts
of the cult of Maitreya in Silla suggest that the people of Silla associated hwarang
with incarnations of Maitreya from the late sixth century to the mid-seventh
century. This is demonstrated in the tale from the Samguk yusa concerning the
monk Chinja’s 眞慈 (fl. 576–579) desire to see Maitreya incarnated in this world
as a hwarang and his encounter with a youth named Misi 彌尸 (also read Miri8),
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whom the local mountain god (sally0ng 山靈) in the narrative identified as
Maitreya. This youth eventually became the “state sylph” (kuks0n 國仙), the
term used in the Samguk yusa for the hwarang ritual leader, and was known as
“the Maitreya sylph flower” (Mir1k s0nhwa 彌勒仙花).9 Furthermore, aristocrats
commissioned and buried images of Maitreya in hopes that sons would be born
to them who would protect the kingdom. This practice is described in the tale
of Duke Sulchong 述宗公 (d.u.; fl. ca. 600), who had an encounter on his way
to take charge of land north of Silla recently captured from Kogury0. The duke
met a handsome youth on the road at a place called Chukchi Pass and devel-
oped an immediate sense of affection for him. A month later, both the duke and
his wife dreamed that a youth entered their chamber. Later they learned that the
youth they met had died. The duke thought that the youth might be reborn as
his son so he had an image of Maitreya erected before the boy’s grave. The duke’s
wife had conceived and they named their son, who later became a hwarang,
Chukchi 竹旨.10

Maitreya imagery was also prevalent in the hwarang band of Kim Yusin
金庾信 (595–673), an aristocrat of true bone status and joint architect of the Silla-
Tang conquest of Kogury0 and Paekche with his brother-in-law Kim Ch’unch’u
金春秋 (604–661), whom he also engineered to ascend the throne as King Muy0l
武烈 (r. 654–661).11 Kim Yusin became a hwarang when he was fifteen years
old and had developed a great following. His group was called the Dragon Flower
Aspirants (Yonghwa hyangdo 龍華香徒). The name of Kim’s hwarang band
shows a direct connection to the cult of Maitreya: “the Dragon Flower Aspi-
rants” is an allusion to the bodhi tree of Maitreya (Skt. Nagapu8pa, Kor. yonghwa
龍華), suggesting that he and the youths of his band aspired—perhaps vowed—
to be present at the future three-fold assembly where the future Buddha Maitreya
would preach the restored Dharma and begin a millennial reign of Buddhist
peace in this world system.12

The relationship between the hwarang and the cult of Maitreya centers
on the idea that hwarang are incarnations of Maitreya. According to the Bud-
dhist sutras, the Buddha Maitreya will descend to earth from his abode in Tu8ita
heaven after the period of the decline of the Buddhadharma (Ch. mofa, Kor.
malb0p 末法) and inaugurate a long period of Buddhist peace and prosperity.
The sutras encourage people (1) to visualize themselves in the presence of
Maitreya in Tu8ita now, (2) to make vows to be reborn in Tu8ita later (at their
death), (3) to make vows to be reborn on earth when Maitreya comes later, and
(4) to perform devotional practices in order to see incarnations of Maitreya here
on the earth.13 In both China and Korea, this fourth devotional aspect was re-
lated to politics. For the case of China, much research has been done on rebels—
sometimes rebellious monks—who claimed to be Maitreya as a means of gar-
nering support from the common people to overthrow the government.14 Not
as much research has been done on the way the Maitreya cult was evoked to
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promote dynastic legitimacy, although it is known that in medieval China the
Empress Wu Zetian 武則天 (r. 690–705) adopted Maitreya symbolism briefly
to legitimate her usurpation of the Tang 唐 imperial throne by suggesting that
she was a bodhisattva-forerunner to Maitreya.15 In Silla, the aristocrats appro-
priated the Buddhist concept of an incarnation of Maitreya on earth in order
support their cultural and social-political influence. In Korea, Maitreya, as a
hwarang, does not establish a new kingdom; he supports the Silla aristocrats in
expanding Silla’s boundaries and promoting peace and prosperity within its
growing borders. In this sense, all hwarang represent Maitreya, although cer-
tain individuals were believed to be direct incarnations of Maitreya.

According to the traditional materials, each hwarang band was composed
of a leader, known as a hwarang, who was of true-bone descent; a s1ngny0
nangdo 僧侶郞徒 (monk follower or attendant to the hwarang), who functioned
as an advisor or spiritual mentor and teacher; and ranks of commoner nangdo
郞徒 (followers) underneath.16

The place of Maitreya in Silla Buddhism and the role of the hwarang in
Silla society became less clear in the late Silla period. Maitreya in his bodhi-
sattva and buddha forms continued to be venerated but increasingly as part of
the Buddhist pantheon promoted by the Avata%saka Sutra (Huayang jing
華嚴經). Hwa0m Buddhism was the most influential form of Buddhism spon-
sored by the state in the late Silla period (780–935).17 The hwarang order slowly
deteriorated as Buddhism became more deeply ingrained in Korean culture.

W0n’gwang
The traditional sources provide no direct evidence connecting the emi-

nent monk W0n’gwang to the hwarang, although the five secular precepts (sesok
ogye 世俗五戒) taught by the monk to two aristocratic youths have been cou-
pled in nationalistic scholarship.18 Also, the traditional sources are very sketchy
on the background of W0n’gwang. The earliest account of W0n’gwang is in the
early-Tang Xu gaoseng zhuan 續高僧傳 (Further Lives of Eminent Monks),
which was compiled by Daoxuan 道宣 (596–667) in 649 and subsequently re-
vised. This record gives his family name as Pak 朴. Later, however, in the
Samguk yusa account, Iry0n claims that his surname is S0l 薛, while recogniz-
ing what was written by Daoxuan.19 The putative Hwarang segi, on the other
hand, suggests another genealogy for W0n’gwang: he was surnamed Kim 金,
the son of the fourth-generation p’ungw0lchu Ihwarang 二花郞. Furthermore,
the manuscripts provide W0n’gwang with a younger brother Pori 菩利 (b. 573),
who is said to be the paternal great-grandfather of Kim Taemun, the author of
the Hwarang segi. The name “Pori” appears to have been intended as a translit-
eration of the Buddhist term “bodhi” (enlightenment, awakening), although the
traditional rendering in Sino-Korean characters is podye 菩提 (Ch. puti). The
Hwarang segi manuscripts provide the following account: 
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The Empress Dowager’s daughter, the Princess Sungmy0ng 叔明, favored 
him [Ihwarang]. They eloped and she gave birth to a son. This was the Patriarch
W0n’gwang, the great sage of the Eastern Region [Silla]. W0n’gwang’s younger
brother was called the 7rama2a Pori, namely, my [Kim Taemun’s] great-grandfather
(y0 ch1ngjo 予曾祖).20

Thus, an otherwise unknown family is made for W0n’gwang in the Hwarang
segi. The predicament with W0n’gwang’s surname is only part of the problem.
The traditional sources do provide an example where the surnames Pak and Kim
appear to be interchangeable: the narrative regarding the loyal retainer Chesang
堤上, who is surnamed Pak in the Samguk sagi and Kim in the Samguk yusa.21

The real problems, however, are with W0n’gwang’s age and social status. The
Xu gaoseng zhuan states that W0n’gwang died in the year 630 (Zhen’guan 貞觀

4) when he was ninety-nine years old, which would place his birth in approxi-
mately the year 531. There are some problems with this date because in the pre-
vious sentence Daoxuan reports that he believes W0n’gwang became ill in the
fifty-eighth year of the K0nbok 建福 reign period of Silla. He was obviously
unsure about Silla dating for that year would equate to 636.22 In the Samguk
yusa Iry0n attempts to remedy the problem by suggesting that W0n’gwang died
instead in the year 640 (Zhen’guan 14), which would then place his birth in 541.23

The problem is that the putative Hwarang segi manuscripts place the birth of
his younger brother in 573 (kyesa 癸巳), at least thirty years after the birth of
W0n’gwang in the traditional sources.24 While not impossible, such a discrep-
ancy in their birthdates renders awkward a passage recorded in the Hwarang
segi manuscripts in which an apparently teenage W0n’gwang and his younger
brother Pori discuss how best to benefit the kingdom. The traditional sources
strongly suggest and most scholars otherwise agree that if W0n’gwang were sur-
named S0l, he would probably have been at best a head-rank six elite. Yet the
Hwarang segi implies, backed by this genealogy, that he was actually a true
bone elite. Such an account was not known to Iry0n, who definitely had access
to a Hwarang segi.25

Even more startling than his putative true-bone status, the Hwarang segi
manuscripts portray W0n’gwang as an incarnation of the Medicine Buddha
Bhai8ajyaguru (Yaksa pul 藥師佛):

The duke’s [Ihwarang] son was Dharma Master W0n’gwang, the offspring of
Princess Sungmy0ng. During her pregnancy she longed for her duke but she was
unable to suppress it [her passions] herself. She feared there would be a calamity and
desired to commit suicide. Suddenly a golden buddha appeared and said, “I am the
Buddha Bhai8ajyaguru. I desire to borrow your bowels, O princess, and reside therein.
The princess then knelt down before him and pressed her palms together and offered
worship. The buddha then embraced the princess and fell forward—moreover it was
as if he entered into her. At that time the duke [Ihwarang] also longed for the princess
and could not contain [himself]; he then violated [taboo/custom by entering] into the
palace. Seeing the princess looking upward lying down as if she had lost something
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she had been embracing, he questioned her. She then replied joyfully, “This is verily
the power of the buddha.” She shared her joy and gave birth to him, just as expected
[he was] the Tathagata Great Saint (Taes0ng y0rae 大聖如來; viz. W0n’gwang).26

Here the putative Hwarang segi not only supplies W0n’gwang with a provoca-
tive conception dream with erotic overtones but makes him an incarnation, tech-
nically a “transformation body” (hwasin 化身), of a Buddha. There are two in-
terrelated issues that must be addressed: first is the question of the cult of
Bhai8ajyaguru in sixth-century Korea and second is the idea that historical monks
are believed to be incarnations of bodhisattvas.

There is no extant literary or archeological evidence for the cult of
Bhai8ajyaguru on the Korean peninsula during the sixth century, although one
small image of the Medicine Buddha, dated to seventh-century Silla is extant.27

The earliest extant version of the Bhai8ajyaguru Sutra is found in fascicle 12
of the apocryphal Consecratrion Sutra (Guanding jing 灌頂經, T 1331), which
scholars date to about 457. The major sutras on Bhai8ajyaguru were not trans-
lated into Chinese until the seventh century, 616 and 650 respectively.28 How-
ever, depending on how one interprets the evidence, images of Bhai8ajyaguru
(Jpn. Yakushi 藥師) may be attested in late sixth-century Japan. The Nihon shoki
日本書記 (Annals of Japan) reports that when the Japanese ruler Yomei 用命

grew ill in the fourth month of 587, a member of the court vowed to erect a
sixteen-foot image of a buddha flanked by attendant bodhisattvas for his bene -
fit.29 Although the identity of the icon is not stated, the consensus of Japanese
scholars is that it was Bhai8aj yaguru.30 A seated image of Bhai8ajyaguru was
created for Horyuji 法隆寺 when the monastery was initially completed in 607
and was saved during the fire that destroyed the original monastery in 670. Since
the original Horyuji was erected following the two-pagoda style popular in
Paekche and used Paekche-style roof tiles it is not too farfetched to suggest that
the cult of Bhai8ajyaguru existed in some manner in the second half of the sixth
century on the Korean peninsula.31 Much more firm evidence of the importance
of Bhai8ajyaguru in Japan dates to the late seventh century when the ruler Tenmu
天武 vowed to erect Yakushiji 薬師寺 (Bhai8ajyaguru Temple) for the benefit of
a beloved yet ill consort in 680. Later, in 686, when Tenmu was ill the Sutra on
Bhai8ajyaguru (probably the Yaoshi rulai benyuan jing 藥師如來本願經, T 449)
was expounded in Kahara Temple in the Japanese capital.32 Later, in 688, the
monk Jitoku 自得 was granted a gilt-bronze image of Bhai8ajyaguru, along with
other images and ritual implements. Yakushiji was completed and Buddhist im-
ages were installed in 697.33 Hence, while it is certainly possible that Yaksa was
known in Silla, as in Japan, it is highly unlikely that his cult would have been
important enough at the time of W0n’gwang’s birth, which according to the pu-
tative Hwarang segi manuscripts would have been between 541 and 573, to have
warranted his incarnating in Silla.
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The second problem is that of W0n’gwang’s being regarded as an incar-
nation of the Buddha Bhai8ajyaguru. The Buddhist technical terms deployed to
explain such a phenomena are “transformation body” (hwasin) and “response
body” (1ngsin 應身), suggesting the manner by which buddhas and bodhisattvas
respond to the needs of beings caught in the cycle of rebirth and death by trans-
forming from their marvelous enlightened state in which they have transcended
life in the mundane world and condescend to appear as humans. In Sinitic Bud-
dhism in the sixth and seventh centuries it was not uncommon for eminent monks
to be referred to as bodhisattvas. For example, Dushun 杜順 (557–640), the pu-
tative founder of the Huayan school, was known as the Dunhuang Bodhisattva
敦煌菩薩.34 In the early ninth century, the Silla monk W0nhyo 元曉 (617–686)
was regarded as the reincarnation of the famous Indian logician Dignaga
(Chinna, Ch. Chenna 陳那, 480–540), and such legends were further propounded
later on.35 However, there is no evidence to suggest that eminent monks at the
time were regarded as transformation bodies of buddhas or of the major bodhi-
sattvas of Mahayana sutra literature—aside from rebels and occasional rebel-
lious monks who claimed to be Maitreya. The phenomenon of monks being rec-
ognized as incarnations of the foremost bodhisattvas did not arise until the late
eighth century, around a hundred years after the time the Hwarang segi would
have been written by Kim Taemun. In China, for instance, the earliest exam-
ples of monks thought to be incarnations of bodhisattvas are both associated
with Avalokite7vara (Ch. Guanyin, Kor. Kwan1m 觀音). The thaumaturge
Baozhi 寳誌 (425–514) was called a bodhisattva in his lifetime, but neither he
nor his contemporaries identified him as Avalokite7vara. The Japanese monk-
pilgrim Kaimei 戒明, who was in China from 770 to 780, is the first to report
that Baozhi was worshipped as Avalokite7vara in his eleven-headed form. Also,
another miracle-worker named Sengjie 僧伽 (617–710), who arrived in China
from Central Asia in 661 and is remembered as the founder of Puguangwangsi
普光王寺 (in Sihong, Jiangsu Province), is not referred to as an incarnation of
Avalokite7vara in the earliest known biography recorded in the Wenyuan
yinghua 文苑英華 (fasc. 858), a literary anthology compiled between 982 and
986. In the late tenth-century Taiping guangji 太平廣記 (Expanded Tales of the
Taiping Era, completed in 977–978), he is first called a “transformation body
of Avalokite7vara” (Guanyin huashen 觀音化身) (fasc. 96), and a decade later
he is not just Avalokite7vara but the eleven-headed version of the bodhisattva
in the Song gaoseng zhuan 宋高僧傳 (Lives of Eminent Monks compiled in the
Song, first completed in 988 and later revised).36 The implication of this con-
textual evidence is that it is highly unlikely that W0n’gwang would be construed
as a transformation body of the Medicine Buddha in seventh-century Silla be-
cause the practice had not yet emerged in East Asia, not to mention that it would
be linked so clearly with a conception experience or birth dream.

The putative Hwarang segi also portrays W0n’gwang as explicitly ex-
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pressing the idea that both becoming a hwarang and becoming a Buddhist monk
are ways of protecting the kingdom of Silla. A repeated theme in the putative
Hwarang segi is the complementary nature of the “way of the sylphs” (the
hwarang) and Buddhism, as seen in the following passage:

The twelfth generation, Duke Pori, was the second son of Ihwarang. His mother
was Princess Sungmy0ng, namely, the daughter of Empress Dowager Chiso 只召, the
elder sister of the [same] womb as Duke Sejong 世宗. The princess dreamed she saw 
a golden-hued divine deer when she conceived Duke [Pori]. From birth he was clever,
gifted, and possessed great ambition. As he reached maturity with his older brother
W0n’gwang, he exerted himself in his studies and was not negligent.

W0n’gwang had previously instructed him saying, “If I become a buddha (pul
佛 = Buddhist?) and you become a sylph (s0n 仙 = hwarang) we will be able to pacify
our family and country.” Duke [Pori] thereupon went to the gate of Duke Hajong 夏宗
[the eleventh generation p’ungw0lchu] and attached himself to his nangdo 郎徒 [the
followers of a hwarang]. The duke [Pori] was nine years younger than Duke Hajong,
and yet in feeling and thought they were in such mutual agreement that it was no dif -
ferent than their having been born from [the same] womb. The duke’s [Pori] mother
Princess Sungmy0ng’s filial piety and friendship issued forth from Heaven. She loved
Duke Sejong as her own infant and Duke Sejong treated her as the Empress Dowager.37

Since Kim Taemun is also credited with composing the first Korean Kos1ng ch0n
高僧傳 (Lives of Eminent Monks),38 he probably had access to and followed
the model of the two earlier installments of this genre in China: Huijiao’s 慧皎

(497–554) Gaoseng zhuan and Daoxuan’s Xu gaoseng zhuan mentioned previ-
ously. It is odd that somebody presumably familiar with Buddhist literature
would be unfamiliar with appropriate Buddhist expressions: the words “If I be-
come a buddha and you become a sylph” (o wi pul i wi s0n 吾為佛爾為仙), which
are placed in the mouth of W0n’gwang, are awkward and poorly chosen. It is
conceivable that the writer intended the construction “son of the Buddha” (pul-
cha 佛子), which typically refers to a monastic follower of the Buddha 6akya-
muni. However, following the grammar strictly, by structuring the phrase the
way he does the author of the Hwarang segi manuscripts raises the status of the
hwarang to being equal to that of buddhas. Can we be certain that the hwarang
were so revered in sixth-century Silla that people did not distinguish between
the attainments of monks and hwarang? Granted that the Hwarang segi manu-
scripts say that W0n’gwang is a transformation body of Bhai8ajyaguru, how-
ever, it is odd that someone putatively the incarnation of the Medicine Buddha
would advocate that Buddhism is on equal terms to the hwarang tradition, even
in this passage on state protection.

In the Japanese materials treated above, the buddha is invoked and pro-
pitiated to save members of the royal family from illness and death. While this
could be constructed broadly as protection of the state, these is little corroborat -
ing evidence. Could there have been another impetus that links state-protection
and Bhai8ajyaguru in Silla? One speculative idea, albeit anachronistic, that com-
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bines Buddhism, the cult of the Bhai8ajyaguru, and the hwarang is the pilgrimage
tradition linking Mt. P’algong’s 八公山 Katpawi (Kwan-bong 冠峰), located near
Taegu 大邱, to the Medicine Buddha and the hwarang. Mt. P’algong was for-
merly called Chung-ak 中嶽 (the Central Peak) during the Unified Silla period
and was the site where, according to the Samguk sagi, in 612, the young hwarang
leader Kim Yusin encountered a supernatural figure (maybe the mountain spirit
or perhaps an incarnation of Maitreya?) and acquired some kind of spell or tech-
nique to protect Silla from her enemies.39 A buddha image in stone, with a flat
rock in the shape of a hat or crown, was constructed later during the Unified
Silla period (668–935).40 The image, the center of one of Korea’s most pros-
perous pilgrimage sites, is renowned for its healing powers and is thus adored
as “the Medicine Buddha.” If the author of the putative Hwarang segi had this
sort of connection in mind between the hwarang and Buddhism, it certainly post-
dates the birth of W0n’gwang.

Murim
Murim, the father of the Silla monk Chajang 慈藏 (d. between 650–655),

is noted in traditional Korean and Chinese literature as a faithful Buddhist who
commissioned an image of the thousand-armed Bodhisattva Avalokite7vara as
supplication for a son. His faith was rewarded with the birth of his son
S0njongnang 善宗郞, who would later become the monk Chajang. The seventh-
century Xu gaoseng zhuan, which first reports this event, records Chajang’s fa-
ther’s name as Murim 武林. In the thirteenth-century Samguk yusa, although
the gist of the story is essentially the same, Murim supplicates in front of an im-
age of the thousand-armed Avalokite7vara—no mention is made of his making
it—and the characters of his name have been changed.41 The martial-mu 武 char-
acter was altered to the flourishing-mu 茂 logograph. Mishina Shoei has sug-
gested, and many scholars consider his argument convincing, that many of the
martial-mu characters found in peoples’ names were changed by Iry0n to other
characters in Samguk yusa for taboo purposes. The given name of the deceased
second ruler of the Kory0 dynasty, King Hyejong’s 惠宗 (r. 943–945) was Mu
武, and Iry0n may have been either honoring the memory of the early Kory0
king by avoiding use of his given name or he may have been following the
spelling used in a source text dating to that period. Other names with the mar-
tial-mu character, such Kim Yusin’s father Mury0k 武力 and Silla King Munmu
文武 (r. 661–681), were changed to Hory0k 虎力 and Munho 文虎 respectively
in the received-recension of the Samguk yusa.42 Furthermore, in the Samguk sagi,
the martial-mu character is used for both people’s given names and place names
while the flourishing-mu logograph is used for place names only, which sug-
gests that Silla convention was to use the martial-mu character for names.

In the putative Hwarang segi, however, Chajang’s father is called both
Horim 虎林 and Murim 武林, deploying both the tiger-ho and flourishing-mu lo-
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gographs. Why should the author of the Hwarang segi manuscripts not follow
Silla-period convention? The writer is apparently familiar with the fact that in
the Samguk yusa changes the spelling of some personal names and his choice
of names for Murim makes the best sense if one hypostatizes his using the names
in the Samguk yusa as a starting point. Although not mentioned as a hwarang
in any of the traditional sources, the Hwarang segi lists Murim as the fourteenth-
generation leader of the hwarang. It says that his name was initially Horim and
that he eventually adopted the name “Householder Murim.” The manuscripts
say that he was born in the year 579, which is reasonable since his son, the fu-
ture monk Chajang, was probably born around the year 600. The Hwarang segi
makes the powerful court woman Misil 美室 the mover and shaker behind
Murim’s story: after Murim’s first wife died, he married the daughter of Duke
Hajong (the eleventh-generation leader of the hwarang). Since the Lady Misil
loved Murim’s wife, she commanded him to make an image of the thousand-
armed Avalokite7vara to pray for a son:

The fourteenth generation, Duke Horim, was the son of Duke Poks1ng 福勝.
His mother was called Princess Songhwa 松花, a daughter of Empress Dowager
Chiso. Some say that he was the private [illegitimate] son of the princess; hence, his
father’s identity is unknown. Others say that he was the son of Piborang 秘寶郞. The
Duke had a lot of ferocious energy and liked clashing swords. Early on he entered the
gate of Munno 文弩. He was frugal in his lifestyle and he did not regard his bone rank
as being high. The duke’s elder brother by his father’s principal wife, the Lady Maya
摩耶, was receiving the favor of the empress at that time. Duke Yongch’un 龍春 then
selected his second younger brother [to be a hwarang]. Thus he became the fourteenth
generation [p’ungw0lchu] and became of the true bone line.

He was zealous and honest, dividing his possessions with his attendants. The
people of the age nicknamed him “the K8itigarbha who Strips Off His Robes” (t’ar1i
Chijang 脫衣地藏). The Duke addressed his nangdo saying: “The sylph and the buddha
are one path. [If you know the] hwarang it is impossible not to know the buddha, like
our Maitreya sylph flower (Mir1k s0nhwa) and Bodhisattva Pori, both of them are our
masters.” The duke then sought out Duke Pori and received the precepts [of the hwa -
rang from him]. By this means the [way of the sylphs] and the buddha gradually inter -
fused and harmonized with each other.

The duke had first taken as his wife the daughter of Duke Munno, the Maiden
Hy0n’gang 玄剛, but she had died previously. Again he took as his wife the daughter
of Duke Hajong, Maiden Yumo 柔毛. At that time the age of the Palace Mistress Misil
was already great and she loved the maiden exceedingly. She wanted to see a noble
[aristocratic] son. She commanded the duke [Horim] to make [a statue of] the thousand-
armed Avalokite7vara to pray for a son. Later she gave birth to S0njongnang [Cha-
jang]. When he grew up he became the great saint of the precepts school (yulga 律家).
The duke’s worship of buddha increased two-fold. He then conceded his position to
Duke Yusin and called himself the Householder Murim.

He was not entangled in the court; nevertheless, when there were great issues
facing the state they would assuredly ask [his opinion]. He, along with such men as
Duke Alch’0n 閼川, Duke Imjong 林宗, Duke Sulchong 述宗, Duke Y0mjang 廉長,
Duke Yusin, and Duke Pojong 宝宗, comprised the Friends of the Seven Stars. They
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met and played together on Namsan 南山. The [great] enterprise of unification began
with these several dukes. They flourished and they achieved [their objectives]!43

Horim/Murim had strong Buddhist leanings even though he was a leader of the
hwarang. He was known to his followers (nangdo) as the “the K8itigarbha who
Strips Off His Robes” and, like W0n’gwang, said that the way of the hwarang
and the way of Buddhism are the same path. For this reason he is said to have
received the hwarang “precepts” or initiation into the hwarang, from Duke Pori,
the younger brother of W0n’gwang, who was six years his junior! This in it-
self is rather odd for an age- and status-conscious society, but not altogether
impossible.

That Horim/Murim was believed by Sillans to the Bodhisattva K8itigar -
bha, however, adds further problems to this interesting mixing and matching
of names. Though the cult of the Bodhisattva K8itigarbha was large and wide-
spread in East Asia during the Kory0 and Chos0n 朝鮮 (1392–1910) eras, it
was a relatively minor movement until the second half of the eighth century.
K8itigarbha is the bodhisattva “Earth-Store” (Chijang, Ch. Dizang 地藏) who
goes down to hell and out of compassion ferries beings to Amitabha’s (Amit’a
阿彌陀) Pure Land in the West, Sukhavati. The first sutra to promote worship
of K8itigarbha was the Zhancha shane yebao jing 占察善惡業報經 (The Book
on Divining the Requital of Good and Evil Actions), a Chinese Buddhist apoc-
ryphon probably composed in North China between 580 and 590. The Bud-
dhist divination text was extremely popular in the Sui 隋 (581–618) and into
the Tang (618–907) periods. It is possible that W0n’gwang was exposed to the
sutra in China since he spent time in the Sui capital during its first height of
popularity in the 590s. At that time the Chinese leader of the Three Stages Sect
(Sanjiejiao 三階敎), Xinxing 信行 (540–594), promoted the worship of
K8itigarbha as apropos for the current “degenerate age.” However, the Samguk
yusa connects neither Murim nor W0n’gwang to K8itigarbha to the sutra but
to an eighth-century monk named Chinp’yo 眞表. Images of K8itigarbha com-
bined with Maitreya began to appear in the second half of the seventh century
in China in tandem with the rise of the cult of the Buddha Amitabha.44 Thus,
it is highly unlikely that a Buddhist lay believer who flourished in the late sixth
and early seventh century would be incarnated in Silla as an avatar of this bodhi-
sattva before his cult was firmly established in China. Besides the fact that there
is no other corroborative evidence, the history and hagiography in the tradi-
tional sources suggest that the people of Silla considered their country a bona
fide Buddha land in the seventh century.45 Furthermore, in the late sixth cen-
tury it was becoming more common for people, particularly monks, to be
thought of as generic bodhisattvas, as we have seen above. In later Chinese
materials, the “incarnation of K8itigarbha” in China is presumed to have been
a Silla monk and scion of the Silla royal family named Kim Kyogak 金喬覺
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who went to China in the middle of the eighth century and settled at Mt. Jiu -
hua 九華山, which thereafter and because of him was recognized as the earthy
dwelling of K8itigarbha.46

The Maitreya Sylph Flower (Mir1k s0nhwa)

The popular Samguk yusa narrative concerning the monk Chinja’s quest to
see Maitreya appear in the flesh as a hwarang was mentioned previously. Dur-
ing the short reign of Silla King Chinji 眞智 (576–579) Chinja had prayed con-
tinually to an image of Maitreya in the royal H1ngnyun Monastery 興輪寺 in the
Silla capital, pleading to the bodhisattva to appear as a hwarang so that he could
be near and serve him. In a dream one night a monk appeared to him told him
that he would encounter the “Maitreya sylph flower” at Suw0n Monastery 水源寺

in Ungch’0n 熊川 (now Kongju 公州), which was then in Paekche territory. Chinja
met the handsome young Misi in front of the monastery when he arrived but did
not recognize the youth as Maitreya incarnate. Ultimately, with the assistance of
a local mountain spirit, Chinja recognized Misi’s true identity (which was also
unbeknownst to the youth) and presented him to the Silla king, who made him
the state sylph (kuks0n), or head hwarang. According to the narrative, Misi served
as the state sylph for seven years and then disappeared mysteriously.47 The title
“sylph flower of Maitreya” (Mir1k s0nhwa) significantly combines elements from
the three interrelated ideas present in the story: the bodhisattva Maitreya (Mir1k),
the position of kuks0n (s0n), and the general term hwarang (hwa). There were
apparently other kuks0n before and after Misi, but he was the only one,  according
to the Samguk yusa, who was recognized as Maitreya; hence this special title. 

The manuscripts of the Hwarang segi do not corroborate this story, though
one would have expected such material to be contained in Kim Taemun’s orig-
inal Hwarang segi. However, the manuscripts do deploy the term Mir1k s0nhwa
in two places. In the first case, the term Mir1k s0nhwa is said to be the popular
title for young men who served as special attendants to the powerful and in-
fluential palace woman Misil and her favorite hwarang, S0rw0llang 薛原郎,
when they retired from active service to the state to Y0ngh1ng-sa 永興寺.48 In
the traditional sources from the Kory0-period, Y0ngh1ng-sa was the “retreat” or
“temple” built by the Silla royal family to which King P0ph1ng’s 法興 (r. 514–
540) queen retired to live and serve as a nun when the king gave up the throne
to become a monk around the year 540.49 Im P0msik suggests that S0rw0llang,
the seventh-generation p’ungwolchu, is the Misi of Iry0n’s account and he con-
jectures that the former was the head of the hwarang for roughly seven years
between 572 and 579.50 Im’s thesis is an attempt to harmonize the Samguk yusa
narrative with the Hwarang segi, although S0rw0llang is never referred to as a
“Maitreya sylph flower” in the manuscripts. The Hwarang segi reports that
S0rw0llang is an illegitimate child who does not possess bone-rank; however,
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he is handsome, skilled with the jade flute, and a favorite of the powerful court
woman Misil. Under her tutelage he is able to overcome his poor social status
and become the most powerful hwarang in the country. Hence, the most in-
triguing supposition of Im’s thesis is that Iry0n obscures S0rw0llang’s lack of
social status by saying that his parents were unknown and legitimates him by
making him an incarnation of Maitreya. The only problem with this scenario is
that S0rw0llang was known to Iry0n, who believed him to be the first state sylph
(kuks0n) chosen at the time of the commencement of the hwarang in Silla.51 To
Iry0n, at least, S0rw0llang and Misi were different people.

In the second case, the term Mir1k s0nhwa is found in the account of the
previously mentioned Duke Horim/Murim (Chajang’s father), who was the four-
teenth leader of the hwarang as well as a devout Buddhist. Following the state-
ments assessed above about Horim’s being an incarnation of K8itigarbha, the
text provides a quotation from Horim in which he says: “If you know the
hwarang it is impossible not to know the Buddha, like our Mir1k s0nhwa and
Bodhisattva Pori.”52 In this case, the term seems to refer to a specific individ-
ual’s being the Mir1k s0nhwa. Does it here refer to the unnamed hwarang(s)
who were assigned as guards to the court woman Misil? It seems more likely
to allude to a single individual such as in the tale of Misi and Chinja. Accord-
ing to the text, Duke Horim (b. 579) would have been the leader of the hwarang
sometime in the late sixth or early seventh century. The Bodhisattva Pori (b.
573), as we have seen, is the younger brother of W0n’gwang in the Hwarang
segi manuscripts. Both of these figures, Horim and Pori, were hwarang who
were also devout Buddhists. Granted that according to the Samguk yusa Misi
was the state sylph for seven years beginning around 579, he certainly would
be remembered one generation later. This second instance of the term Maitreya
sylph flower seems to be a much better allusion to the Samguk yusa narrative;
nevertheless, it is mere speculation and an attempt to harmonize the use of terms
in two texts that simply contradict each other. Hence, the term Mir1k s0nhwa
is not deployed consistently by the author of the Hwarang segi manuscripts.
While providing a rational meaning for the title, on the one hand, he does not
ultimately clarify the meaning of the term.

Some Concluding Remarks
The manuscripts of the Hwarang segi present an image of the association

of the hwarang and Buddhism in Silla that cannot be reconciled with that of the
traditional sources. They provide an otherwise unknown family genealogy for
the monk W0n’gwang, make him a scion of the Kim family, and propose that
he was an incarnation of the Medicine Buddha Bhai8ajyaguru. By itself,
W0n’gwang’s being surnamed “Kim” is not entirely implausible; however, the
manuscripts report that his brother Pori was a direct-line ancestor to Kim Tae-
mun, the author of the Hwarang segi. In the Samguk sagi Kim Pusik seems to
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have had access to Kim Taemun’s original Hwarang segi but reported sketchy
information only about Kim Taemun’s family history. Therefore whatever re-
cension of the Hwarang segi was available to Kim Pusik, it was not a version
of the manuscripts in the calligraphy of Pak Ch’anghwa.

With respect to Duke Murim, the father of the eminent monk Chajang,
the manuscripts provide an explanatory story for why he is also called Horim
during his lifetime, contradicting evidence that the replacement of the martial-
mu character with the tiger-hu character in his name was done for taboo pur-
poses. Furthermore, they suggest that Horim/Murim was the incarnation of the
Bodhisattva K8itigarbha, which is equally problematic to W0n’gwang’s being
regarded as the Medicine Buddha. Monks and laypeople were not worshipped
as incarnations of buddhas and bodhisattvas in other East Asian sources until
nearly one hundred years after the time Kim Taemun is supposed to have writ-
ten the Hwarang segi.

Finally, the Hwarang segi manuscripts deploy the idea of the “sylph flower
of Maitreya” or Mir1k s0nhwa in a manner different from the way it is used in
Iry0n’s Samguk yusa. The author of the manuscripts cannot seem to decide
whether the term is an official title bestowed on special attendants of the pow-
erful court woman Misil or if it refers to a single particular hwarang recognized
as an incarnation of Maitreya.

If, for the sake of argument, we pretend that the Hwarang segi manuscripts
are genuine, then Kim Pusik, Kakhun, and Iry0n never had access to the ver-
sion(s) preserved in these hand-written documents. They do not clarify the re-
lationship between the fledgling Buddhist church in Silla and the hwarang be-
cause the information they present about Silla Buddhism is either anachronistic
or otherwise problematic in comparison to the early Chinese and Japanese
sources, and they are equally problematic in comparison to the traditional his-
torical materials dating to the Kory0 period.

Based on the evidence presented in this article, the Hwarang segi manu-
scripts cannot be genuine and are not copies of authentic documents dating to
the Silla period. If, however, we allow for the possibility that the Hwarang segi
manuscripts represent in-progress drafts of a historical fiction composed in lit-
erary Sino-Korean (hanmun 漢文) during the colonial period by Pak Ch’anghwa,
in whose penmanship the documents are written, the problems with the docu-
ments instantly become more palatable. Some of the problems with the manu-
scripts’ treatment of Silla Buddhism and Buddhists may be explained. For in-
stance, the author of the Hwarang segi manuscripts uses the spelling of Duke
Murim’s name as found in the Samguk yusa instead of the older and more ac-
curate spelling found in the Xu gaoseng zhuan, suggesting that he expected his
audience to be more familiar with the Samguk yusa spelling. Also, the author
of the manuscripts deploys the concept of the “sylph flower of Maitreya” dif-
ferently in two appearances in the text, suggesting that the author vacillated be-
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tween a rationalized meaning of the term as an official title and the traditional
meaning found in the Samguk yusa. Furthermore, the author prefers to ignore
the information about W0n’gwang’s age as found in the Xu gaoseng zhuan, sug-
gesting that he preferred another supernatural narrative about him preserved in
the Samguk yusa—namely, a story copied from the now-lost Silla sui ch0n
新羅殊異傳 (Tales of the Bizarre from Silla)—that, at least to most Korean
scholars, hint at a birth date of no earlier than 555.53 In each of these cases the
author of the manuscripts displays a proclivity toward the material contained
in the Samguk yusa without following it slavishly. It seems apparent that the
author of the Hwarang segi manuscripts sought to create something new and
interesting while still acknowledging, to some extent, native Korean literary
documents.
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